The Indians Are Savages
TIMOTHY FLINT

In the immense extent of frontier, which I have visited, I have heard many an affecting tale of the horrible barbarities and murders of the Indians, precisely of a character with those, which used to be recorded in the early periods of New England history. I saw two children, the only members of a family—consisting of a father,
mother, and a number of children—that were spared by the Indians. It was on the
river Femme-Osage. A party of Sacs and Foxes, that had been burning and murdering in the vicinity, came upon the house, as the father was coming in from abroad.
They shot him, and he fled, wounded, a little distance, and fell. They then tomahawked the wife, and mangled her body. She had been boiling the sap of the sugarmaple. The Indians threw two of the children into the boiling kettles. The younger
of the two orphans that I saw, was but three years old. His sister two years older,
drew him under the bed before they were seen by the Indians. It had, in the fashion
of the country, a cotton counterpane that descended to the floor. The howling of
these demons, the firing, the barking of the dogs, the shrieking of the children that
became their victims, never drew from these poor things, that were trembling under
the bed, a cry, or the smallest noise. The Indians thrust their knives through the bed,
that nothing concealed there, might escape them, and went off, through fear of pursuit, leaving these desolate beings unharmed.
You will see the countenances of the frontier people, as they relate numberless
tragic occurrences of this sort, gradually kindling. There seems, between them and
the savages, a deep-rooted enmity, like that between the seed of the woman and the
serpent. They would be more than human, if retaliation were not sometimes the
consequence. They tell you, with a certain expression of countenance, that in former
days when they met an Indian in the woods, they were very apt to see him suffer
under the falling-sickness. This dreadful state of things has now passed away, and I
have seldom heard of late of a murder committed by the whites upon the Indians.
Twenty years ago, the Indians and whites both considered, when casual rencounters
took place in the woods, that it was a fair shot upon both sides. A volume would not
contain the cases of these unrecorded murders.
The narrations of a frontier circle, as they draw round their evening fire, often
turn upon the exploits of the old race of men, the heroes of the past days, who wore
hunting shirts, and settled the country. Instances of undaunted heroism, of desperate
daring, and seemingly of more than mortal endurance, are recorded of these people.
In a boundless forest full of panthers and bears, and more dreadful Indians, with not
a white within a hundred miles, a solitary adventurer penetrates the deepest wilderness, and begins to make the strokes of his axe resound among the trees. The Indians find him out, ambush, and imprison him. A more acute and desperate warrior
than themselves, they wish to adopt him, and add his strength to their tribe. He
feigns contentment, uses the savage's insinuations, outruns him in the use of his
own ways of management, but watches his opportunity, and when their suspicion is
lulled, and they fall asleep, he springs upon them, kills his keepers, and bounds
away into unknown forests, pursued by them and their dogs. He leaves them all at
fault, subsists many days upon berries and roots, and finally arrives at his little
clearing, and resumes his axe. In a little palisade, three or four resolute men stand a
siege of hundreds of assailants, kill many of them, and mount calmly on the roof of
their shelter, to pour water upon the fire, which burning arrows have kindled there,
and achieve the work amidst a shower of balls. A thousand instances of that stern
and unshrinking courage which had shaken hands with death, of that endurance
which defied all the inventions of Indian torture, are recorded of these wonderful
men. The dread of being roasted alive by the Indians, called into action all their hidden energies and resources.

The Indians Protest Against Removal
CHEROKEE PETITIONERS

We are aware that some persons suppose it will be for our advantage to remove beyond the Mississippi. We think otherwise. Our people universally think otherwise.
Thinking that it would be fatal to their interests, they have almost to a man sent
their memorial to Congress, deprecating the necessity of a removal. This question
was distinctly before their minds when they signed their memorial. Not an adult
person can be found, who has not an opinion on the subject; and if the people were
to understand distinctly, that they could be protected against the laws of the
neighboring States, there is probably not an adult person in the nation, who would
think it best to remove; though possibly a few might emigrate individually. There
are doubtless many who would flee to an unknown country, however beset with
dangers, privations and sufferings, rather than be sentenced to spend six years in a
Georgia prison for advising one of their neighbors not to betray his country. And
there are others who could not think of living as outlaws in their native land, exposed to numberless vexations, and excluded from being parties or witnesses in a
court of justice. It is incredible that Georgia should ever have enacted the oppressive laws to which reference is here made, unless she had supposed that something
extremely terrific in its characters was necessary, in order to make the Cherokees
willing to remove. We are not willing to remove; and if we could be brought to this
extremity, it would be, not by argument; not because our judgment was satisfied;
not because our condition will be improved—but only because we cannot endure
to be deprived of our national and individual rights, and subjected to a process of
intolerable oppression.
We wish to remain on the land of our fathers. We have a perfect and original
right to claim this, without interruption or molestation. The treaties with us, and
laws of the United States made in pursuance of treaties, guaranty our residence, and
our privileges, and secure us against intruders. Our only request is, that these
treaties may be fulfilled, and these laws executed.
But if we are compelled to leave our country, we see nothing but ruin before
us. The country west of the Arkansas territory is unknown to us. From what we
can learn of it, we have no prepossessions in its favor. All the inviting parts of it,
as we believe, are preoccupied by various Indian nations, to which it has been assigned. They would regard us as intruders, and look upon us with an evil eye. The
far greater part of that region is, beyond all controversy, badly supplied with
wood and water; and no Indian tribe can live as agriculturists without these articles. All our neighbors, in case of our removal, though crowded into our near
vicinity, would speak a language totally different from ours, and practice different customs. The original possessors of that region are now wandering savages,
lurking for prey in the neighborhood. They have always been at war, and would
be easily tempted to turn their arms against peaceful emigrants. Were the country to which we are urged much better than it is represented to be, and were it
free from the objections which we have made to it, still it is not the land of our
birth, nor of our affections. It contains neither the scenes of our childhood, nor
the graves of our fathers.
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